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Director   Ken Loach   
Writer     Paul Laverty 
Music   George Fenton    
Editor  Jonathan Morris 
Cinematography  Robbie Ryan  
 
Cast 
Dave Johns as Daniel Blake  
Hayley Squires as Katie Morgan 
Dylan McKiernan as Dylan Morgan 
Briana Shann as Daisy Morgan 
Kate Rutter as Ann 
Kema Sikazwe as China 
Steven Richens as Piper 
Gavin Webster as Joe 
 

I calculate this to be Ken Loach’s 26th feature film for the cinema and it turned out to be the biggest box 
office success for the director who was born on 17 June 1936. 
 
This was the first film role for comedian Dave Johns, who said "Ken made a film 50 years ago called Cathy, 
Come Home and this is actually in the same vein, saying that people who are on the bottom rung of life, 
you know are struggling." 
 
Loach, a social campaigner for most of his career, believes the current criteria for claiming benefits in the 
UK is "a Kafka-esque, Catch 22 situation designed to frustrate and humiliate the claimant to such an extent 
that they drop out of the system and stop pursuing their right to ask for support if necessary". 
 
"The state's attitude is not an accident," he claims.  "The poverty, the indignity, the humiliation people go 
through is consciously done.  The state is knowingly inefficient or cruel, knowing that people will be driven 
to frustration, despair, hunger and possible suicide.  Claimants are portrayed as 'scroungers' in the media 
but research has found that less than 1% of claims for benefits are fraudulent.  That's certainly less than the 
figures for tax evasion, for example.” 
 
"But there's an attitude that suggests that if you're poor, it's your fault. If you are out of a job, it's your fault. 
It's done to get the numbers down and the most vulnerable in our society are suffering as a result." 
 
Loach and his long-time collaborator, writer Paul Laverty, spent several months visiting British cities such 
as Stoke, Liverpool and Glasgow, meeting people seeking work, or on low-paid or zero-hour contracts. 
 
"We started in my home town of Nuneaton and met a young lad there who was sleeping on a mattress in a 
charity home.  He was doing the odd bit of work on zero-hour contracts, he'd given up on benefits - he said 
it was too humiliating.  He hadn't worked for a couple of weeks, and the week before he hadn't eaten for 
four days.  I opened his fridge and there was nothing in it - nothing at all. And this was one of the first  
people we encountered." 



"Food banks have been praised by the state without any sense of shame at all and yet it's appalling in 2016 
that people are having to make the choice between food and heating, which is common.  After the war in 
1945, we were desperately poor in Britain, but there is no way people would have been starving, their com-
munities wouldn't have let them.” 
   
“That we now have this situation is testament to the policy of individualism that successive governments 
have pursued.  It's shocking that we are apparently such a wealthy nation with such grotesque wealth at the 
top and such desperate poverty and fear at the very bottom." 
 
Loach has no qualms about depicting the full tedium of the various processes at work here, especially 
when it comes to the increasingly maddening interactions with government employees. The refrain - “the 
decision-maker will be in touch” - runs through the film, conjuring images of Orwell’s Big Brother. 
 
There has been a wide variety of both praise and criticism of the film from politicians.  Some reviewers felt 
the film’s determination to more or less frogmarch its audience around to its way of thinking felt less like the 
stuff of great cinema than the party political broadcast. 
 
Former Work and Pensions Secretary Iain Duncan Smith referred to the film as unfair, aiming particular 
criticism at its portrayal of Jobcentre staff, saying: "This idea that everybody is out to crunch you, I think it 
has really hurt Jobcentre staff who don’t see themselves as that."  Producer Rebecca O'Brien responded by 
stating that Duncan Smith "is living in cloud cuckoo land."  
 
Steve McCall, a manager of the Jobcentre Plus in Newcastle that is depicted in the film, spoke out 
to dispute its accuracy. “I hope people don’t think the film is a documentary,” he said. “Because it’s a story 
that doesn’t represent the reality we work in.” 
 
Similarly, on an episode of BBC's Question Time broadcast on 27 October 2016, which featured Ken Loach 
as a panellist, Business Secretary Greg Clark described the film as "a fictional film", saying "It’s a difficult 
job administering a benefits system...Department of Work and Pensions staff have to make incredibly 
difficult decisions and I think they should have our support in making those decisions."  
  
Loach, however, stands by his film: “I challenge anyone to find a single word in that film that isn’t true,”  
 
One review I read from someone involved with a foodbank included the following experience from one of 
the people referred to them: 
“Until it happens to you, you don’t realise how bad life 
can be. I’ve paid my taxes since 1980, but it was still a 
pride thing for me to actually put my hand out and say I 
need help. The DWP can be very abrupt and you have 
to chase them. You have to fight. But every time I 
seemed to turn a corner, there’d be a wall. The world 
just becomes a dark place, a really horrible place. I’ve 
stayed in bed for days, because you don’t get hungry in 
bed, when there’s nothing in the cupboards.” 
 
“People and the government and the DWP need to 
know the work that foodbanks do, and need to know the position that people are put in. People have to  
realise that foodbanks are here for a reason now, because of what’s happening; because of the situations 
people face through no choice of their own, like me.” 
 
How have things been allowed to get like this?  
 
Iain McGlashan 
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A foodbank opened in Woking in 2014 and 
details can be found here 
https://woking.foodbank.org.uk/  
 
It is a project founded by local churches and 
community groups, working together towards 
stopping hunger in the Woking area.  
 
“We don’t think anyone in our community should have to face going hungry. That’s 
why we provide three days’ nutritionally balanced emergency food and support to 
local people who are referred to us in crisis. We are part of a nationwide network of 
foodbanks, supported by The Trussell Trust, working to combat poverty and hunger 
across the UK.” 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The voluntary support given to food banks is "rather uplifting" and "shows what a compassionate 
country we are", Tory MP Jacob Rees-Mogg has said. 

He told LBC radio the only reason for the rise in their use was "that people know that they are there". 

The North East Somerset MP said the former Labour government had failed to inform people of their existence. 

When the Tories came to power, they had allowed Jobcentre Plus to tell people food banks were available, he 
said. 

When challenged by a caller to LBC about the increased use of food banks, Mr Rees-Mogg argued they fulfilled 
a vital function. 

"To have charitable support given by people voluntarily to support their fellow citizens I think is rather uplifting 
and shows what a good, compassionate country we are," he said. 

"Inevitably, the state can't do everything, so I think that there is good within food banks. 

"The real reason for the rise in numbers is that people know that they are there and Labour deliberately didn't tell 
them." 

He said food banks pre-dated the Conservatives coming to office and "crucially, the change that took place was 
that the Conservative government allowed Jobcentre Plus to tell people that food banks existed". 
 
Source http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-41264965 14.11.17 



Comments and reactions to: Lion 
A feel-good film, rather lightweight but production and acting were excellent    Amazing 
Perhaps a bit sanitised but a good vehicle to bring this issue to the fore!  Excellent 
A bit sentimental but an excellent film, authentic and well acted     Excellent 
Not a dry eye in the house – totally touching       Amazing story 
 Excellent film and very well presented.  Well done WNCC     Fabulous soundtrack  
Really moving and the India section really brilliant      A very, very good film 
Intriguing story of a lost child – well acted and directed          A very good film in every way 
Saw for the second time and was very impressed        Just as moving as the first time 
Excellent – great evening.  We will be back!      Just as moving second time round 
The modernity of the train struck me, but it didn’t change the message of the film for me 
Thank you for starting the season with this one.  A gem. 
An excellent choice to start the 38th WNCC club season. 
Well done the Committee for starting the season with a truly remarkable film 
 
 

Score  0 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 8   9  10 
   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 4 19 17 9 
No of reaction slips received = 52     Average Score = 8.46 
 
 
 
 

Our next film on 12 October: 
 

“A fact-based political romance about 
one of the most remarkable love 

stories you've never heard about.” 
 

“A welcome reminder that, even in the 
direst of situations and in the most 

impossible of times, love can indeed 
trump hate.” 

 
“A United Kingdom combines history, 
romance and political intrigue for a 

solid and ultimately satisfying 
dramatic story.” 

 
“Screenwriter Guy Hibbert and Asante 

pull off a precision balancing act, 
illuminating the intensity of the love the 
couple shared and never once allowing 
their romance to take a back seat to the 

issues.” 
 

“Oyelowo and Pike are perfect 
together, conveying a deep well of 

love buoyed by joy and fierce loyalty.” 


